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There have been two recent revolutionary advances in neuroscience: First, genetically encoded activity sensors have brought the goal of optical
detection of single action potentials in vivo within reach. Second, optogenetic actuators now allow the activity of neurons to be controlled with
millisecond precision. These revolutions have now been combined, together with advanced microscopies, to allow “all-optical” readout and
manipulation of activity in neural circuits with single-spike and single-neuron precision. This is a transformational advance that will open new
frontiers in neuroscience research. Harnessing the power of light in the all-optical approach requires coexpression of genetically encoded activity
sensors and optogenetic probes in the same neurons, as well as the ability to simultaneously target and record the light from the selected neurons.
It has recently become possible to combine sensors and optical strategies that are sufficiently sensitive and cross talk free to enable single-action-
potential sensitivity and precision for both readout and manipulation in the intact brain. The combination of simultaneous readout and manip-
ulationfromthesamegeneticallydefinedcellswillenableawiderangeofnewexperimentsaswellasinspirenewtechnologiesforinteractingwith
the brain. The advances described in this review herald a future where the traditional tools used for generations by physiologists to study and
interact with the brain—stimulation and recording electrodes— can largely be replaced by light. We outline potential future developments in
this field and discuss how the all-optical strategy can be applied to solve fundamental problems in neuroscience.
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Introduction
The advantages of using light for reading out and manipulating
activity are obvious (Scanziani and Häusser, 2009): it is noninva-

sive and can be targeted flexibly, rapidly, and precisely to specific
groups of neurons. Moreover, light is multiplexable, allowing
multiple tasks to be performed by discrete wavelengths. The past
decade produced twin revolutions in the use of light to probe
neural function. First, on the readout side, the advent of ge-
netically encoded sensors of voltage and calcium have brought
us close to the “Holy Grail” of single-action-potential sensi-
tivity in vivo. On the manipulation side, optogenetics now
allows us to both activate and inactivate genetically defined
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Significance Statement

This review describes the nexus of dramatic recent developments in optogenetic probes, genetically encoded activity sensors, and
novel microscopies, which together allow the activity of neural circuits to be recorded and manipulated entirely using light. The
optical and protein engineering strategies that form the basis of this “all-optical” approach are now sufficiently advanced to enable
single-neuron and single-action potential precision for simultaneous readout and manipulation from the same functionally
defined neurons in the intact brain. These advances promise to illuminate many fundamental challenges in neuroscience, includ-
ing transforming our search for the neural code and the links between neural circuit activity and behavior.
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populations of neurons with millisecond precision, even on
the level of single neurons. However, these two revolutions
have proceeded more or less in parallel, and it has proven very
difficult to combine readout and manipulation of the same
cells, and thus achieve fully “all-optical” interrogation of neu-
ral activity.

Implementations of simultaneous optical readout and ma-
nipulation have faced three main challenges: reliable delivery
and expression of the sensors and actuators in the same
neurons, elimination of cross talk between the imaging and
manipulation channels, and achieving recording and manip-
ulation each with single-neuron and single-action-potential
precision. Early efforts to combine imaging and one-photon
(1P) optogenetic manipulation involved the use of nongenetic
indicators of activity such as the calcium sensors fura-2
(Zhang et al., 2007) or Fluo-5F (Zhang and Oertner, 2007), or
the voltage sensor RH-155 (Airan et al., 2007). This strategy
was more recently implemented in vivo to examine the func-
tional properties of interneuron networks (Wilson et al.,
2012), map interhemispheric and intrahemispheric connec-
tivity (Lim et al., 2012), and probe motor pattern generation
during behavior (Fajardo et al., 2013). In these experiments,
spectral overlap of the actuator excitation and readout emis-
sion wavelengths was typical, resulting in data loss during the
crucial photostimulation period. The combination of optoge-
netic actuator expression with a red-shifted genetically en-
coded calcium sensor has allowed simultaneous recording and
photostimulation to be performed in the same circuit from
genetically identified populations of neurons in Caenorhabdi-
tis elegans (Akerboom et al., 2013). Early efforts to deal with
the lack of spatial precision achievable with one-photon
optogenetic activation involved targeting light using digital
micromirror devices (DMDs; Zhu et al., 2012), though this
approach is unlikely to provide single-cell resolution in vivo,
or by combining simultaneous holographic imaging and pho-
tostimulation methods relying on glutamate uncaging (Niko-

lenko et al., 2007; Dal Maschio et al., 2010; Anselmi et al.,
2011), which lacks genetic specificity. Moreover, none of these
approaches has provided true single-action-potential and
single-neuron resolution for simultaneous readout and ma-
nipulation, particularly in vivo.

Here we first describe the various ingredients required for
achieving reliable and precise all-optical interrogation of neural
circuits (Fig. 1), then present some early results obtained using
this approach, and finally discuss future perspectives.

Probes for readout
Neural activity produces little endogenous optical contrast. Sim-
ply by looking at a neuron, one cannot observe its firing, although
researchers have long sought means to detect a fast intrinsic op-
tical signal (FIOS) induced by changes in membrane potential. A
FIOS has been detected via subtle changes in optical birefringence
(Cohen, 1973), cell shape (Oh et al., 2012), and, recently, stimu-
lated Raman scattering (Liu et al., 2015). FIOS imaging typically
requires only a very narrow spectral band and can be performed
with near infrared light. Thus, it is attractive for avoiding cross
talk in combination with optogenetic stimulation. However, to
date these signals remain small and difficult to distinguish from
activity-independent cell motion, which will be particularly
problematic in vivo and in densely packed tissue. Thus, most
researchers rely on contrast agents.

Genetically encoded calcium sensors
By far the most widely used reporters of neural activity rely on
detection of Ca 2�. Action potentials lead to opening of voltage-
gated calcium channels, and thus to an elevation in cytoplasmic
Ca 2� concentration, typically from 50 –100 nM to 5–10 �M

(Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). The Ca 2� transient decays
over 100 –500 ms. Genetically encoded calcium indicators
(GECIs) are now sufficiently sensitive to report single-action-
potential Ca 2� transients (Fig. 2A).

Figure 1. The toolkit for all-optical interrogation of neural circuits. A schematic outline of the different ingredients required for the all-optical approach is shown. galvo, galvanometer; ACRs, anion
channel rhodopsins; Arch, archaerhodopsin; YC, yellow chameleon; AOD, acousto-optic deflector.
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All GECIs use a Ca 2�-induced conformational change in a
sensing domain, typically calmodulin or troponin. FRET-based
GECIs offer the prospect of increased accuracy through ratiomet-
ric sensing (Thestrup et al., 2014), but the reliance on two fluo-

rophores may require too much spectral
bandwidth for easy combination with op-
togenetic actuators. Single-fluorophore
GECIs, one recently useful example of
which is the GCaMP6 family (Chen et al.,
2013), have become popular for their sen-
sitivity, brightness, and robust two-
photon (2P) signals.

With the advent of red-shifted optoge-
netic actuators such as C1V1 (Yizhar et al.,
2011), ReaChR (Lin et al., 2013), and
Chrimson (Klapoetke et al., 2014), one can
combine these actuators with GCaMP Ca2�

indicators (spectrally similar to EGFP) for
simultaneous stimulation and recording.
However, cross talk remains a problem: all
channelrhodopsin variants have a long tail
on the blue side of their action spectrum,
leading to 20–30% of peak activation at
wavelengths used to excite EGFP (Venka-
tachalam and Cohen, 2014). Two-photon
stimulation and imaging can minimize this
cross talk by taking advantage of the differ-
ent subcellular distributions of the GECI
and the channelrhodopsin.

Several groups have worked on devel-
oping red-shifted Ca 2� indicators, with
the aim to combine them with blue-
shifted optogenetic actuators or with
EGFP-based reporters. The R-GECO1 re-
porter (Zhao et al., 2011) shows good sen-
sitivity, but experiences photoconversion
into a bright state upon blue light illumi-
nation (Wu et al., 2013), hindering its use
with optogenetic actuators. Recently,
a flurry of new red-shifted GECIs have
been developed. R-CaMP2 shows good
sensitivity and speed, and an expanded
dynamic range compared to other single-
fluorophore GECIs (Inoue et al., 2015).
Other improved variants jRGECO1a,
jRCaMP1a, and jRCaMP1b are available
on Addgene (http://www.addgene.org/
browse/article/9406/), but are not yet pub-
lished (see http://janelia.org/sites/default/
files/SfN2014_red_GECIs_ver6.pdf). It is
not yet established whether these report-
ers are excited sufficiently far to the red
and have sufficiently small blue light pho-
toactivation for robust cross-talk-free all-
optical neural interfacing.

Finally, recently developed luminescent
Ca2� indicators suggest an alternate route
to cross-talk-free interfacing (Takai et al.,
2015). These reporters do not require opti-
cal excitation, and can therefore be readily
paired with optogenetic actuators. Further
advances in brightness will likely be neces-
sary for this approach to become practical.

In all neurons, spiking leads to an increase in Ca 2� concen-
tration. But not all increases in Ca 2� concentration come from
spiking, and moreover, subthreshold but functionally important
changes in membrane voltage often have no corresponding Ca 2�

Figure 2. All-optical electrophysiology. A, Comparison of fluorescence signals recorded simultaneously from a GECI, GCaMP6f,
and a GEVI, QuasAr2, expressed as a fusion construct in a rat hippocampal neuron. Subthreshold depolarizations, such as indicated
by the arrow, do not have a correlate in the Ca 2� signal. B, Spatially resolved all-optical electrophysiology in a cultured rat
hippocampal neuron. The blue region indicates the optically stimulated patch of dendrite. The action potential initiated in an
unstimulated process and propagated back into the soma and into the dendritic arbor. Movie frames were calculated by sub-
Nyquist interpolation of data acquired at a 1 s exposure time. Scale bar, 50 �m. Bottom right, Immunostaining of the same cell
with anti-EGFP (EGFP; green) and anti-AnkyrinG (AnkG; magenta). Scale bar, 25 �m. Magenta arrows, Site of action potential
initiation; distal end of the axon initial segment. C, Single-trial optical recordings of APs initiated by pulses of blue illumination (10
ms, 7.5 mW/cm 2). Signal represents whole-soma fluorescence without photobleaching correction or background subtraction
(modified from Hochbaum et al., 2014).
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signal. Intracellular Ca 2� concentration is regulated spatially and
temporally by a complex array of channels and transporters (for
review, see Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). Furthermore, the
relationship between spike rate and cytoplasmic Ca 2� concentra-
tion is nonlinear, the expression level of a GECI is rarely known
precisely, the relation between cytoplasmic Ca 2� concentration
and reporter fluorescence is nonlinear, and, moreover, we cur-
rently lack a completely reliable spike inference algorithm. Fi-
nally, single action potentials may not be easily optically
discernible with calcium sensors in neurons with high firing rates,
and in particular fast spiking interneurons. Thus, in vivo Ca 2�

imaging using GECIs is currently primarily used as a qualitative
tool to determine which cells are activated by a temporally de-
fined stimulus.

Genetically encoded voltage sensors
Voltage imaging in neurons has been a goal of neuroscientists for
nearly 50 years (Peterka et al., 2011). Genetically encoded voltage
indicators (GEVIs) based on fusions of a fluorescent protein to a
voltage-sensing domain (St-Pierre et al., 2015) have reached a
sensitivity of �35% per 100 mV in the ArcLight scaffold (Jin et
al., 2012), and response times as short as 2 ms in ASAP1 (St-Pierre
et al., 2014). A recently introduced variant, Bongwoori (Piao et
al., 2015), shows improved speed (8 ms response time) relative to
ArcLight and sensitivity comparable to ASAP1. The ASAP1 pro-
tein is fast enough to report single action potentials in cultured
neurons with high signal-to-noise ratio. As with the GECIs, spec-
tral overlap between channelrhodopsins and the GFP-based
GEVIs hinders simultaneous readout and manipulation. GEVIs
based on red-shifted fluorescent proteins are in development and
may be appropriate for use with blue-shifted channelrhodopsin
variants.

A second class of GEVIs is based on modified microbial rho-
dopsin proton pumps. Changes in membrane voltage modulate
the weak fluorescence of the retinylidene chromophore. These
GEVIs show response amplitudes of up to �90% per 100 mV in
QuasAr2 (Fig. 2) and response speeds of 0.05 ms in QuasAr1
(Hochbaum et al., 2014). Rhodopsin-based GEVIs are excited by
red light and emit in the near infrared, enabling simultaneous use
with optogenetic actuators, with minimal optical cross talk.
However, the low brightness of these probes has been an obstacle
to applications in vivo. One can enhance the brightness of these
GEVIs via voltage-dependent quenching of an appended fluores-
cent protein (Gong et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2014). This electro-
chromic FRET (eFRET) approach sacrifices some of the speed
and sensitivity of the endogenous retinal fluorescence, and thus
far has not matched the signal-to-noise ratio of the endogenous
retinal fluorescence. However, eFRET can be used to create
GEVIs with a range of colors, and thus may be an approach to
simultaneous optical stimulation and readout. Hybrid sensors
based on simultaneous use of a membrane-targeted fluorescent
protein and a voltage-responsive quencher [hybrid voltage sen-
sor (hVOS)] have shown promising results in brain slices (Ghitani
et al., 2015). The far blue excitation of this system (430 nm) may
enable simultaneous use with a red-shifted channelrhodopsin.

Photobleaching and phototoxicity are more severe challenges
with voltage imaging than with Ca 2� imaging. Voltage transients
are �100-fold briefer than Ca 2� transients. Thus, to achieve sim-
ilar photon counts—and hence similar levels of shot noise—a
voltage indicator must be excited with a much greater illumina-
tion intensity. This challenge is likely to remain severe for all
GEVIs derived from GFP and its homologues.

Probes for manipulation
Neuroscientists currently have available a substantial (and grow-
ing) diversity of optogenetic control tools. Of these, a subset have
been demonstrated to be suitable for all-optical experimentation
in vivo thanks to their spectral properties or two-photon excita-
tion characteristics.

Probes for activation of neurons
Robust two-photon optogenetic activation of neurons, originally
demonstrated with channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2; Rickgauer and
Tank, 2009), has been observed with red-light-activated C1V1
variants (Packer et al., 2012, 2015; Prakash et al., 2012; Bègue et
al., 2013; Rickgauer et al., 2014), which allow integration with the
GCaMP series of reporter tools. However, certain blue-light-
activated channelrhodopsins can also be recruited powerfully
enough to easily control spiking by raster-scanning two-photon
illumination (especially those with the T159C mutation; Prakash
et al., 2012, their Supplemental Fig. 4d). Blue-light-activated
channelrhodopsins have also been combined for all-optical ex-
periments with R-CaMP2 in C. elegans (Inoue et al., 2015).

Many other optogenetic control tools have not yet been tested
or published with regard to two-photon or all-optical experi-
ments in tissue, though we anticipate that several known optoge-
netic actuators with high photocurrents and moderately slow
kinetics (greater than �30 ms inactivation time constant) will
also be found suitable, as with C1V1. Efforts to narrow or shift
action spectra for both indicators and actuators represent an ac-
tive and highly valuable area of research. Hence, development
and testing of opsins across all spectral bands will be crucial for
realizing the full potential of all-optical neuroscience.

Probes for inactivation and modulation of neurons
Although many optogenetic inhibitory tools are available, thus
far only eArch3.0 (Mattis et al., 2012) has been reported to be
robustly recruited by two-photon illumination; Prakash et al.
(2012) showed it could block action potentials generated by cur-
rent injection in vitro. As with excitatory tools, the membrane
trafficking peptide– enhanced high expression (Gradinaru et al.,
2010; Mattis et al., 2012) and some degree of temporal integration
at the cellular level likely contribute together to observed utility
during two-photon excitation. However, this pump has not yet
been reported to be useful in all-optical experiments; its green-
light-activated action spectrum peak overlaps heavily with the
visible-spectrum Ca 2� indicators, posing challenges for all-
optical experiments despite robust two-photon responsiveness.

Red-light-activated inhibitors such as eNpHR3.0 (Gradinaru
et al., 2010) and Jaws (Chuong et al., 2014) may be suitable for
all-optical experiments, though overlap with activity indicators
in the blue and green will still require careful attention to mini-
mize optical cross talk. A more useful all-optical strategy might
involve blue-light-driven inhibitors alongside R-CaMP2, al-
though such a combination has not yet been reported. Particu-
larly interesting in this regard might be the new blue-light-driven
inhibitory chloride channels, dubbed anion channel rhodopsins
(Berndt et al., 2014; Wietek et al., 2014; Govorunova et al., 2015),
integrated with R-CaMP2 under one- or two-photon control.

Distinct from inhibition, longer-timescale modulation of tar-
get cells may also be useful in all-optical experiments, for exam-
ple, in the step-function opsin approaches described above. New
step-function opsins have been developed for two-photon con-
trol in intact tissue (Prakash et al., 2012), and biochemical
modulator-based optogenetic tools also in principle could be
used for long-timescale modulation, including the optoXRs
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(Airan et al., 2009). Valuable next steps in this regard will be
further engineering to shift action spectra of the step-function
opsins and the optoXRs.

Optical methods for patterned photostimulation
The small single-channel conductance of actuators such as ChR2
(�80 fS; Feldbauer et al., 2009) in combination with activation
within the femtoliter two-photon focal volume means that the
resulting current is generally not sufficient to bring a neuron to
firing threshold. This has prompted the development of photo-
stimulation approaches that aim to increase the excitation vol-
ume. They can be grouped in two main categories: scanning and
parallel excitation techniques.

Scanning methods
Laser scanning methods use galvanometric mirrors, resonant
scanners, or acousto-optic devices to quickly scan a laser beam
across several positions. Using this approach, Rickgauer and
Tank (2009) provided the first demonstration of action potential
generation with two-photon excitation in cultured cells.

With scanning approaches, the temporal resolution for the
photostimulation of N cells can be expressed as Ts � n � (Rt �
St) � N, where n is the number of positions visited within each
cell, and Rt and St are the dwell and scanning times, respectively.
Optogenetic probe properties including maximum photocur-
rent, channel open time, two-photon excitation cross-section,
and expression density determine the minimal dwell time, Rt,
required to optimally actuate molecules within the focal volume.
Desensitization and decay time of the channel determine the op-
timal scanning time, St, for efficient temporal current integration.
By scanning a decreased numerical aperture (NA) Gaussian beam
in a spiral trajectory covering the cell’s surface, Rickgauer and
Tank (2009) were able to generate action potentials with 30 ms
temporal resolution. Temporal current integration with serial
scanning can be improved by using opsins such as C1V1 featuring
slow tau off and nanoampere-scale currents. Using this approach,
two-photon action potential generation was demonstrated pre-

viously in acute slices and in vivo with a temporal resolution for
single cell excitation ranging between 5 and 70 ms (Packer et al.,
2012; Prakash et al., 2012). However, the use of slow opsins com-
bined with a scanning approach limits the achievable temporal
precision of photostimulation with evoked spikes associated with
significant jitter; a recent estimate of in vivo jitter with spiral
scanning is 5.6 � 0.8 ms (Packer et al., 2015).

Improved temporal resolution and precision can be achieved
by underfilling the objective back aperture, which enables
increasing the spot size and therefore reducing the number of
scanning positions. Using temporal focusing (TF) enables com-
pensation of the consequent deterioration in axial resolution,
which is inversely proportional to the square of NA. Briefly, in
TF, a grating is used to diffract the different frequencies compris-
ing the ultrashort excitation pulse toward different directions.
The various frequencies thus propagate toward the objective fo-
cal plane at different angles, such that the pulse is temporally
smeared above and below the focal plane, which remains the only
region irradiated at peak powers efficient for two-photon excita-
tion (Oron et al., 2005). Combined with a two-photon scanning
microscope, TF enabled fast photostimulation of multiple cells in
vitro and in vivo (Andrasfalvy et al., 2010; Rickgauer et al., 2014).
For excitation spots covering the whole cell body, temporal res-
olution can be reduced to Ts � (Rt � St) � N (Rickgauer et al.,
2014).

Parallel illumination methods
The need to rapidly stimulate multiple neurons as achieved with
wide-field techniques while preserving the spatial targeting capa-
bility of beam-scanning systems has prompted the evolution of
“parallel” illumination methods where all selected target regions
are excited simultaneously. In this way, the temporal resolution
for photoactivation is determined primarily by the actuator ki-
netics and is independent on the number of targets, that is, Ts �
Rt. The different methods are based either on the modulation of
light intensity or on the modulation of the phase of a coherent
beam. With amplitude modulation, light patterns are created by

Figure 3. Patterned photostimulation and functional imaging in freely behaving mice. A, Schematic of the holographic fiberscope composed of two illumination paths: one for photoactivation
with CGH including a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator, and a second for fluorescence imaging including a DMD. Backward fluorescence was detected on a scientific complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (sCMOS) camera. Both paths were coupled to the sample using a fiber bundle attached to a micro-objective (MO). L, Lens; BS, beam splitter; O, microscope objective. B, Left, Calcium
signal triggered by photoactivation (blue line; p � 50 mW/mm 2) with a 5 �m holographic spot placed on the soma of a ChR2-expressing cell recorded in a freely behaving mouse coexpressing
GCaMP5-G and ChR2 in cerebellar molecular layer interneurons (MLIs). Right, Structure illumination image recorded in a freely behaving mouse and showing MLI somata and a portion of a dendrite
(inset). Scale bars: 10 �m. C, Top, The same photoactivation protocol as in A was repeated every 30 s for 15 min (photostimulation power, 50 mW/mm 2; imaging power, 0.28 mW/mm 2). Bottom,
Expansion of the top trace showing that spontaneous activity frequently occurs between evoked transients (adapted from Szabo et al., 2014).
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selectively blocking light that is not “on-
target,” while with phase modulation,
light patterns are created by “redirecting”
the light onto the target allowing superior
power efficiency versus amplitude modu-
lation. Phase modulation approaches
such as computer-generated holography
(CGH) or generalized phase contrast
(GPC) achieve phase modulation th-
rough the use of liquid-crystal-based spa-
tial light modulators (LC-SLMs). More
precisely, in CGH a Fourier-based itera-
tive algorithm is used to compute the
phase pattern at the rear aperture of
the objective that permits production of
the desired target intensity in the objective
focal plane. The calculated phase holo-
gram is addressed to a LC-SLM that im-
poses the phase modulation onto the
input beam wavefront. After propagation
through the objective, the beam is
focused onto an intensity pattern, re-
producing the desired template. Several
recent reports implemented computer-
generated holography for neuronal acti-
vation via one-photon and two-photon
glutamate uncaging (Lutz et al., 2008;
Nikolenko et al., 2008; Dal Maschio et
al., 2010; Zahid et al., 2010; Anselmi et
al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011) and actua-
tion of opsin-expressing neurons in
vitro and in vivo (Packer et al., 2012,
2015; Bègue et al., 2013; Szabo et al.,
2014). CGH can also generate three-
dimensional multipoint illumination
patterns, a feature demonstrated to per-
form multitrap optical tweezing (Curtis
et al., 2002) and 3D glutamate uncaging
(Yang et al., 2011; Go et al., 2012). Add-
ing lens-phase modulations to 2D phase
holograms also enables remote axial dis-
placement and 3D positioning of later-
ally shaped targets (Sinclair et al., 2004;
Zahid et al., 2010).

CGH pattern generation suffers from “speckles,” which are
a consequence of the iterative algorithm modulating only
the phase of the laser beam, allowing the phase at the sample
plane to vary as a free parameter. Speckle fluctuations reach
20% in one-photon and 50% in two-photon CGH implemen-
tations. Alternatively, applications requiring precise control
of light distribution within the illumination area can use the
GPC approach, an interferometric method originally pro-
posed for multitrap optical tweezers used previously to gener-
ate speckle-free two-photon extended shapes.

When combined with TF, both CGH and GPC also showed
robust propagation through scattering media, well preserving
axial resolution and overall shape at depths up to 500 �m
(Papagiakoumou et al., 2013). The combination of CGH and
GPC with TF has enabled reliable in vitro AP generation in
single and multiple cells or cellular processes with high spatio-
temporal resolution using ChR2 (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010)
or C1V1 (Bègue et al., 2013). CGH combined with the use of

the fast opsin Chronos also enabled AP generation with milli-
second temporal precision, submillisecond jitter (0.1 � 0.01
ms), and fast spiking rate (100 Hz) in interneurons from layer
2/3 of visual cortex (E. Ronzitti, R. Conti, V. Zampini, N.
Klapoetke, D. Tanese, E. Boyden, and V. Emiliani, unpub-
lished observations).

CGH and other phase-based light-patterning methods divide
available laser power among all targets in a specific pattern.
Therefore, the available total laser power could limit the maxi-
mum number of targets achievable. A good compromise between
temporal resolution [Ts � n � (Rt � St)] and the achievable
number of neurons per stimulation could be reached by combin-
ing 2D and 3D CGH beam splitting with spiral scanning, as
shown by Packer et al., (2012, 2015).

Simultaneous readout and manipulation with
single-cell precision
Successful combination of the various elements of the all-optical
toolkit described above has only been achieved in the past year.

Sensory stimulation Photostimulation

20% ΔF/F
1 s

GCaMP6s
C1V1-2A-mCherry

C D

BA

Figure 4. Targeting manipulation to functionally defined ensembles of neurons. A, A field of view showing neurons coexpress-
ing GCaMP6s (green) and C1V1–2A-mCherry (pink) in the C2 barrel of mouse somatosensory cortex. Scale bar, 50 �m. Symbols are
as shown in B. B, Groups of individually identified neurons were selected for photostimulation based on their response to dorso-
ventral and rostrocaudal whisker stimulation. Five neurons that responded differently or not at all to sensory stimulation (gray
shading) were simultaneously photostimulated (pink line; adapted from Packer et al., 2015). C, Two-photon fluorescence image of
CA1 hippocampal neurons expressing GCaMP3 (green) and C1V1(E122T/E162T)-2A-EYFP (red) in an awake mouse. Inset, Images
of unmixed GCaMP3 and enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP; top panels) and a pseudocolor merge (bottom; image sizes,
25 � 65 �m). Somatic GCaMP3 appeared to be annular from nuclear exclusion, whereas EYFP was diffuse. D, Schematic and
experimental examples of place cell perturbation. A trained mouse ran along a 400 cm virtual reality track (top). A neuron with a
place field in this environment (gray shaded region) was stimulated while the mouse ran through a different part of the track (red
shaded region). Single-trial examples of place-cell activity (�F/F traces) are shown below for imaging-only (black; Ctrl) and
stimulation (red; Stim) traversals. Place-specific stimulation mimicked the activity observed in the place field (adapted from
Rickgauer et al., 2014).
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Crucial to simultaneous all-optical readout and manipulation is
the minimization of cross talk between the recording and stimu-
lation channels, which requires judicious selection of sensors and
actuators with different wavelength spectra (as discussed above),
combined with the use of the appropriate filters and careful titra-
tion of input power. An alternative approach to eliminating op-
tical cross talk takes advantage of the complex photophysics of
microbial rhodopsin-based optogenetic actuators. Step function
opsins are opened by blue light, but closed by orange light
(Berndt et al., 2009). Thus, one can use continuous blue illumi-
nation to image a GECI such as GCaMP6 (or any other GFP-
based reporter) and modulated orange illumination to negatively
regulate the activity of the step function opsin (Venkatachalam
and Cohen, 2014). This “stoplight” approach has been demon-
strated in single neurons in vitro, but not yet in slice or in vivo.

The closest approach toward all-optical electrophysiology to
date has been provided by coexpression of a highly efficient op-
togenetic actuator (CheRiff) with the new QuasAr voltage
indicators. This combination enables simultaneous optical per-
turbation and sensitive and fast readout of membrane voltage
(Hochbaum et al., 2014). This approach, termed “Optopatch,”
has enabled optical characterization of cellular excitability in
large numbers of cultured neurons (Fig. 2B,C). Patterned stim-
ulation of CheRiff was also used in optical studies of action
potential propagation and synaptic transmission. Further devel-
opments are required to implement this approach in vivo.

Several recent studies have combined a genetically encoded
calcium indicator with an optogenetic probe for all-optical inter-
rogation in vivo. Two groups (Rickgauer et al., 2014; Packer et al.,
2015) combined two-photon population calcium imaging with
two-photon optogenetics to achieve simultaneous readout and
manipulation with single-cell and single-action-potential preci-
sion in head-fixed awake mice in vivo. Rickgauer et al. (2014)
used TF to target manipulation to individual CA1 pyramidal
cells, enabling them to bias place cell firing during navigation in
virtual reality. In contrast, Packer et al. (2015) used an SLM to
target multiple functionally characterized cells for simultaneous
photoactivation. In a complementary approach, a holographic
fiberscope was developed by coupling an SLM into a fiber with an
objective, combining it with one-photon calcium imaging with a
micromirror array also delivered to the fiber, which allows simul-
taneous photoactivation and readout with near-cellular resolu-
tion in freely moving mice (Fig. 3; Szabo et al., 2014). Finally, the
development of the new red GECI RCaMP2 has allowed blue-
light-activated channelrhodopsins to be combined with readout
of activity in freely moving C. elegans (Inoue et al., 2015). To-
gether, these experiments have demonstrated the viability of all-
optical interrogation in a range of experimental applications for
manipulation of neural circuits in behaving animals. The next
steps will be to engineer order-of-magnitude improvements in
the different elements of the all-optical toolkit—most notably,
the parallel development of new sensors and actuators with non-
overlapping wavelength spectra and the refinement of optical
strategies for light targeting of multiple cells deep in tissue while
minimizing excitation of “out-of-focus” neurons expressing the
actuators—and then to assess which stimulation strategies
(scanning versus parallel) are best suited to different types of
experiments.

Applications
There are many practical reasons why all-optical interrogation
is of substantial value for a wide range of applications. The utility
of all-optical experimentation lies in achieving concurrent

population-level control and readout from genetic or functionally
defined circuit elements. This approach leverages the advantages of
light not only for its ability to target cells expressing optical sensors
and actuators, but also its minimally invasive qualities, speed, and
multiple-communication-channel spectral opportunities. Here we
outline several exciting applications of this approach that can be
anticipated in the coming years as the techniques become widely
implemented.

First, coexpression of the optical indicator with the opto-
genetic actuator allows tracking of recruitment of the same
genetically defined target cells, using both sensing and control
together. Such validation of the effectiveness of intervention is
important for any optogenetic experiment, but also could be
helpful for quantitative matching of target-cell recruited ac-
tivity to the level normally exhibited by the target cell popula-
tion during natural behavior in the same animal. Many groups
have now achieved such useful coexpression for all-optical
experiments during behavior in mammals (Rickgauer et al.,
2014; Szabo et al., 2014; Grosenick et al., 2015; Packer et al.,
2015). Moreover, this approach also allows the impact of per-
turbations to be evaluated on activity in the local network, and
in principle allows functional connectivity patterns to be
probed during different behavioral states. The combination of
optogenetic probes with emerging high-sensitivity voltage
sensors may eventually even enable subthreshold connectivity
patterns to be measured by reading out EPSPs or IPSPs in
monosynaptically connected cells.

Second, if the optical reporter of activity is genetically de-
livered to a different population of cells instead of (or in
addition to) the optogenetically actuated circuit element, real-
time observation of elicited circuit dynamics at the defined-
cell level becomes possible. Even though behavioral and
electrical readouts have been implemented for many years in
optogenetics, a long-sought dream experiment involves also
reading out the activity in real time of specific cell populations
thought to be involved in the behavior—in the presence or
absence of precise optogenetic modulation. Rajasethupathy
(2015) recently achieved this configuration in behaving mam-
mals, using a novel axonally trafficked red-light-activated op-
sin to control afferent projections to hippocampus while also
observing local cellular dynamics in hippocampus with
GCaMP6m, all in animals undergoing contextual memory
testing.

Third, all-optical experiments bring exciting new opportu-
nities for closed-loop control of neural circuits. Historically,
system feedback in optogenetics had been achieved chiefly
with electrical or behavioral system readouts (Sohal et al.,
2009; Leifer et al., 2011; Stirman et al., 2011; O’Connor et al.,
2013; Paz et al., 2013; Krook-Magnuson et al., 2014; Siegle and
Wilson, 2014; Grosenick et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2015).
However, optical feedback from a genetically targeted popu-
lation could allow real-time adjustment of optogenetic input
to achieve a desired waveform of activity in the controlled
population in vivo during behavior, accounting for all of the
system variability associated with varying brain states, activity
history, local field potential (LFP) rhythm phase, and so on.
Moreover, testing models of the circuit itself becomes much
more swift and rigorous with closed-loop methods for system
identification. Extracting useful information (to be fed back in
the closed loop) from imaging data is computationally harder
(and slower, problematically so for this question) than with a
single time-varying scalar that the electrical readouts such as
LFP provide. However, even as computational methods prog-
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ress, a useful intermediate step is enabled by fiber photometry
(Gunaydin et al., 2014; Grosenick et al., 2015). In this method,
a genetically defined population activity value is collapsed to a
single time-varying scalar that is as easy to work with as an
LFP, but reports the activity of the genetically targeted circuit
element in real time concurrently with control (Grosenick et
al., 2015).

Finally, the tools being developed for the all-optical ap-
proach applied to basic research questions may in the future
have a widespread impact for both diagnosis and treatment of
CNS diseases. Two potential areas of particular interest are
their application in high-throughput optical bioassays of dis-
ease status and functional mechanisms in tissue explants or in
patient-derived neurons obtained through induced pluripo-
tent stem cells, and in the development of new brain–machine
interfaces that could combine both readout and selective acti-
vation of the same circuits.

Conclusions and perspective
All-optical interrogation offers a new paradigm for probing
the functional properties of neural circuits and for under-
standing the causal relationships between activity in defined
neuronal ensembles and behavior. Crucially, it enables the
targeting of neurons based on their functional signature,
rather than their genetic or anatomical properties (Fig. 4).
Moreover, it allows the consequences of perturbations in the
local network to be read out in real time, enabling one to close
the loop between readout of activity patterns, modulation of
these patterns, and behavior. Ultimately, by enabling neural
circuits to be both recorded and manipulated with the spatial
and temporal precision on which they operate during behav-
ior, this approach should yield new insights into the nature of
the neural code.

The dominant tools for probing neural circuits over the
past century have been the stimulation and recording elec-
trodes, which offer unparalleled temporal resolution and ex-
quisite sensitivity, but which generally lack spatial resolution
when implemented in vivo, as well as the ability to rapidly
target multiple identified cells. We anticipate that because of
its power and flexibility, the all-optical approach will rapidly
supplant electrophysiological approaches for a range of differ-
ent questions, both for basic neuroscience research as well as
for translational investigation. However, for many applica-
tions, electrophysiological approaches will continue to be ir-
replaceable (Scanziani and Häusser, 2009), most notably for
probing very fast interactions between neurons or brain areas
(for which the temporal resolution of imaging approaches
remains inadequate), for voltage-clamp recording of synaptic
and voltage-gated currents, and for simultaneous recording of
activity across multiple neural circuits. Indeed, we anticipate
that the combination of all-optical and electrophysiological
approaches will provide a very fruitful intersection for future
experiments.
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